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The past few months have been a whirlwind for 
everyone. It’s been a time of excitement and 
anticipation about the future, mixed with uncertainty 
and apprehension. I understand.  

I want to thank each of you for your patience during 
our transition to UT Health East Texas. I also ask 
that you continue to be patient with the process and 
trust positive intent, but speak up if we are missing 
something.  As we move forward, it is my intent to 
share as much information as possible with you. As 
the saying goes, “Knowledge is power.” I want you 
to be knowledgeable about what is happening in the 
organization, where we are headed, so that you feel 
empowered to help us reach our goals. It will take 
everyone fulfilling his or her role for us to be 
successful. 

We can start by working to fulfill our organizational 
purpose, which is “We care for people – our patients, 
their families and each other.”  

First and foremost, “we care for people.” When we 
care for people we feel interest or concern for them; 
we like them; or we serve them. For us, care needs to 
encompass all of these meanings. We need to be 
compassionate toward and empathize with those we 
encounter throughout the day. We need to seek to 
make personal connections with them. We need to 
serve them by providing “care” that is of the highest 
quality. 

Our care must extend beyond our patients. While they 
are our top priority from a clinical perspective, when 
we care for everyone we encounter, we create an 
atmosphere or culture of caring – where everyone feels 
important. Everyone feels valued. Everyone feels 
loved. Why? Because they genuinely are important, 
valued and loved. 

Is it always easy to care for people? No. Sometimes, 
people are demanding. Sometimes, people don’t 
understand. Sometimes, people are unkind or any 
number of unlikeable traits. A natural reaction to such 
behavior may be to return it in kind. But, I challenge 
and trust every one of us to choose to care.  

Choosing to care takes conscious effort. We have to 
think before we speak or act. We have to put ourselves 
in the place of the difficult patient or family member 
or coworker. If we dig a little deeper, we may find 
they are hurting in some way. By caring and acting in 
kindness, we may be the balm that soothes their hurt. 
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Making a difference
Moody Chisholm, President & CEO          @MoodyChis

This week I had the pleasure of attending some of 
the luncheons held to celebrate the UT Health East 
Texas volunteers who help us in so many ways, 
from giving directions to helping in the gift shop 
to transporting patients to where they need to be. It 
was an honor to sit among these individuals who 

give so freely of their precious time to serve our patients and guests. 

I am thankful for their time and their commitment to UT Health East Texas. 
We can’t choose the environment around us, but we can choose how we react 
to it and how we view it, and I believe these volunteers are choosing to make a 
difference by helping in our hospitals. 

Our volunteers find joy and purpose in a place where people are often frightened. 
Those of us who work in healthcare can sometimes seem scary to patients, and a 
volunteer’s face can give them comfort and a safe place to ask questions.  

So many of these volunteers have quite a story to tell about what they’ve 
experienced in their lives and the impact they’ve made. The truth is, I only know 
the story of the life and career of a few of our volunteers.  I describe them all as 
humble, because I know quite well that many of them are very accomplished, but 
you’d never know it by the humble service they provide to others each day in our 
hospitals.

As Brenda McBride, our Employee Assistance Program director, told the crowd 
at the UT Health Tyler luncheon on Wednesday, “The greatest gift that you can 
give to anyone is your time. When you’re giving that gift, the gift of your time, 
you’re giving a portion of your life that you will never get back.

“Do not underestimate the value of giving directions or a hug or a smile or 
praying with someone or meeting people wherever they’re at,” Brenda told the 
group. I would urge all of our caregivers to take those words to heart as well. 

We don’t know the profound impact our interactions may have on someone 
during what often is a very vulnerable time in their life. A simple smile or friendly 

hello can go a long way. So can a listening ear, putting your devices aside and 
making eye contact to show you’re really paying attention to what’s being said.  

We are all making a difference in the lives of others through our work here, 
whether it’s through volunteering or direct patient care. And we’re all making 
a difference for the future of  UT Health East Texas. So as we move forward 
as one system, I hope you will consider how you will choose to react to the 
circumstances around you. And I hope the end result will put a smile not only on 
your face, but spread to those around you as well. 

Part of the important work we are trying to accomplish here at UT Health East 
Texas is earning the trust of our physicians, and the community. We want them to 
trust us with the important task of caring for and curing their patients, themselves 
or their loved ones.

The very first step in earning trust is earning your trust.  As members of our 
caregiving team, if you don’t believe that we provide the best care available, we 
are in trouble. I believe it. Our physicians, nurses, therapists, technicians and 
assistants of all types are devoted, smart and compassionate. I’d trust this team 
with my family members. 

I bring this up because there are only a few things you need to go elsewhere to 
get from a healthcare perspective. We don’t do transplants, burns, high-risk OB 
and neonatology (for now), complex pediatric issues or ENT (but that should be 
resolved by this summer). Aside from that, we are “your health partner... for life.”  
We offer your best opportunity for friends to provide great service. And you know 
the CEO and the CNO, so if you have a concern or issue, you can reach out and 
let us know.  

Why would you go anywhere else for your care? As I review the organizations 
we pay for healthcare, I am sad to see that many of our own caregivers go 
elsewhere for their care or their family’s care. I’d like to know, as would your 
CEOs, if there are areas you feel we should improve to earn your trust.  If not, 
please use our facilities and services when you have a need. Thanks, and it’s my 
prayer that you won’t need hospital services anytime soon.
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Connect to Purpose
Connect to Purpose stories are examples of how our team members go above 
and beyond to show they care. 

The following was submitted by Sherie Tillison, radiology supervisor/
orthopedic technologist at UT Health East Texas Physicians.
One of Dr. Roger Sessions’ patients had a left hip ORIF (open reduction internal fixation) 
surgery and this caused him to have increased pain due to the hardware in the hip, and he was 
unable to bear any weight on the left leg. Dr. Sessions advised that we would need to schedule 
him for a total hip arthroplasty and asked that I schedule this at UT Health Jacksonville. This 
patient lives in Carthage and was not familiar with the Jacksonville hospital and was very 
anxious and fearful about arriving at the hospital and not knowing exactly where to go. The 
patient’s surgery was scheduled for 7:30 a.m. and the patient was asked to arrive at 6 a.m. The 
other concern I had is that the patient would get out of the car and get on the elevator to the 
second floor of the hospital and due to the pain in his hip he wouldn’t be able to walk that far. 

I contacted Ashley Hooten at our Jacksonville office, who is our front desk insurance specialist 
and asked her if she would mind arriving at the office before 6 a.m. the morning of this patient’s 
surgery and assist him with a wheelchair and transport him up to ambulatory care. She was more 
than happy to help our patient. I gave the patient Ashley’s name and our back line phone number 
so he could call her once he arrived at the hospital. 

She was able to get the patient in a wheelchair and got him to ambulatory care with no problems. 
This is just one story of how we take care of our patients. I am very proud of our staff. 

In the news
Forensic Nurse Coordinator Rebecca 
Fears was interviewed by three 
news outlets this week – KETK, 
KYTX and the Tyler Morning 
Telegraph – about Sexual Assault 
Awareness Month. And Marcey 
Davis, administrator for UT Health 
East Texas Behavioral Health Center, 
was interviewed by KLTV about a 
nationwide increase in teenagers 
being seen in emergency rooms for 
suicidal thoughts or suicide attempts. 

Catch of the Week
Catch of the Week is an example of how our team members put safety first, recognizing that every caregiver has a responsibility 
to speak up for safety. 
 
A patient at UT Health Tyler was having outpatient imaging studies related to hip pain. The caregiver was concerned with the quality of images and 
requested a case review.  Upon case review it was identified that a femoral head fracture went undetected when the study was read. Steps were taken to 
notify the patient of the finding and arrangements were made to address the fracture. This is a great example of stopping and resolving when a caregiver 
has concerns.

Send good catches to todaniel@uthet.com

All Stars in Athens
UT Health Athens has started an All 
Star program to reward the efforts of 
outstanding caregivers. Three people 
are selected each quarter and receive 
a jersey and a special parking space 
for three months. They are nominated 
by a manager, either their own or 
one outside the department, for the 
honor. The hospital recently had a 
presentation of the awards, followed by 
an ice cream social.

Pictured (from left to right) are the winners: Jana Lenamond,
 med-surg nurse; CEO Jack Endres; Melanie Jackson, pharmacy tech; 

and Rebekah Trussell, radiology tech.  
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Go Red! Get fit!
UT Health East Texas and the 
American Heart Association will 
host a pop-up group workout 
session from 9 to 10 a.m. Saturday, 
May 4, at Bergfeld Park. The event 
is free and open to the public.

The workout will feature a beginner 
and intermediate tai chi group 
session with tai chi instructor 
Sandra Harper. 

The event is to help create awareness about steps people can take to improve 
their health and gives them an opportunity to try a new workout method. 
Physical activity is one of the most important things you can do for your 
health and well-being, according to the American Heart Association, and it’s 
linked to better sleep, memory, balance and cognitive ability.

Those who attend the workout also can learn more about the Go Red for 
Women luncheon that UT Health East Texas is sponsoring May 21 at Green 
Acres CrossWalk Center.

Recruiting opportunity
A clinical job fair is set from 3 to 8 p.m. Tuesday, April 23, at 
the UT Health Tyler Pavilion. Please plan to attend if you have 
openings you need to fill. Also, remember if you refer friends 
and we hire them, you could be eligible to earn money through 
our Employee Referral Program.

Employees have the ability, and duty, to report areas of noncompliance 
either to their manager, compliance officer or by calling the Ethics Line 
800-633-2939 (callers can remain anonymous).

Need a physician?
Call 903-531-8890 to find a
UT Health East Texas provider.

Ardent Service Excellence 
Podcast

When our patients trust us, they are more likely to follow treatment 
plans and have better outcomes. We have the opportunity to 
establish and build trust with patients within the first few minutes 
of meeting them. In this episode of the Ardent Service Excellence 
podcast, Ardent COO Paul Kappelman interviews Ardent CMO/
CQO Dr. FJ Campbell, a former ER physician. Dr. Campbell shares 
how he incorporated customer service to gain patients’ confidence 
and trust and how the core components of Ardent Service 
Excellence assist in this process today. Click here to listen.

Internal medicine residency program 
information session
Dr. James Fox, internal medicine residency program director, will host an 
educational event Thursday, May 2, to give information about the new internal 
medicine residency program. The event will be from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the  
UT Health Tyler Pavilion. Dr. Fox will give a brief presentation about the residency 
program followed by a question-and-answer session. If you are interested in 
attending, please RSVP to Megan McLaughlin at Megan.McLaughlin@uthct.edu. 

Thank you to all who attended The 
Law and Mental-Health Training 
earlier this month at the UT Health 
Tyler Pavilion. Guest speakers, 
including Smith County Judge 
Nathaniel Moran, discussed topics 
including emergency detention 
warrants, common misconceptions 
and common mistakes in mental-
health findings. The event also 
featured two mock hearings. 

Mental health
training

Stroke prevention
health fair
Join us for a stroke prevention health fair from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Saturday, May 4, at the UT Health Tyler Pavilion to learn more 
about stroke prevention as well as stroke resources available at 
UT Health East Texas Neurological Institute. The event also will 
feature diabetes and nutrition education, cholesterol and glucose 
screenings. The whole family is welcome at the health fair and 
kids will even have a chance to get a free bicycle helmet. 

https://youtu.be/oEr9nxFkRcQ

